What is Supplemental Instruction (SI?)

Supplemental Instruction (SI) provides built-in weekly study groups for your class! SI sessions are led by students who have successfully completed the class, called SI Leaders, to help you with the course material and study skills. Join us at any point in the semester! To see if your course has SI, visit our website.

ON AVERAGE, Longhorns who regularly participated in SI sessions

WHAT DO LONGHORNS LOVE ABOUT SI?

“I like working on problems individually and then as a group to prove to myself whether I know the material before we go over it.”

“Presenting answers at the board is really helpful. It makes it clear and easier to understand the context.”

“My favorite part of SI is all of the group work, because it helps talking to others to figure out a problem.”

Because you’ll mainly receive content-focused instruction in your lecture, SI Leaders plan collaborative activities where you can actively participate, working together with your classmates and SI Leaders in a relaxed and engaging setting.

STANDARD LECTURE STRUCTURE

VS.

SI SESSION STRUCTURE